THEOREM 1. Let Y be a rotund Banach space, E be a compact convex subset of Y, and T be a nonexpansive mapping which maps E into itself. If xe E then M(x, T) converges to a fixed point of T.
Proof. If, for some n,v n = Tv n , then clearly M(x, T) converges to v n .
Hence suppose that v n Φ Tv n , for each n. Let z be a fixed point of T. Then {11^ -^11} is decreasing, for since Y is rotund and
we have that
Suppose that lim w \\v n -z\\ = b > 0. Let y be a cluster value of {v n }. Then clearly b = \\y -z\\.
Suppose first that y = Ty. Then for each n, \\Tv n -y\\ = \\Tv n -Ty\\^\\v n -y\\ .
Since we have assumed that v n Φ Tv n for each n, we have by the rotundity of Y that
Thus {\\v n -y\\} is decreasing, and since y is a cluster value of {v n } f M(x, T) converges to y. Now suppose that y Φ Ty.
Let n be such that ||^/ -v n \\ < d. Then since T is nonexpansive,
F. E. Browder [1] has shown that each nonexpansive mapping which maps a closed bounded convex subset E of a uniformly convex Bananch space into itself has a fixed point in E.
If such a mapping satisfies one additional requirement, we may approximate one of its fixed points using M(x, T): 
There is a positive integer n and a member 2 of F such that so that since 
in (0, s), w in F, and an m such that the closed sphere S(w, t) lies in S(z, r), and for each p, v m+p e S(w, t).

Proof.
Recall that [\\v p -z\\] is decreasing and that we are supposing that {v p } does not converge to z.
Let a = \im p \\v p -z\\.
Then 0 < a < r. The lemma guarantees the existence of a sequence fe} in JF, a sequence {ίj of positive numbers with limit 0, and a subsequence {v n } of {v % } such that for each ί and each p,
and v n . +p 
e S(z i9 U) .
By the Cantor Intersection Theorem, ΠΓ=i S(z if t { ) contains exactly one point, say w.
Clearly {z { } converges to w and w e F. Further, {\\v n -w\\) is decreasing and {v n ) converges to w, so that {v n } converges to w. Thus we have contradicted our assumption that M(x, T) does not converge to a member of F.
